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Introduction
We work over a fixed ground field k in arbitrary characteristic. LetR be a prime algebra,
and let Q denote the symmetric Martindale quotient ring of R.
We know from [10, Section 6.4] that to study group actions on R, it is fundamental
to consider the extended actions on Q, and those actions which are X-outer, or outer as
automorphisms of Q, have nice properties, which could be generalized for X-outer (in
some appropriate sense) Hopf algebra actions.
To recall Kharchenko’s Galois-type correspondence theorem, let G be a finite group of
X-outer automorphisms of R. It was proved in [2, Theorem 3.10.2], [11, Theorem B] that
F → RF , FG→ UR/RG
gives a bijection from the set FG of all subgroups F ⊂ G onto the set UR/RG of all
rationally complete subalgebras of R including the subalgebra RG of G-invariants. In
[2, Theorem 4.5.2], a parallel result was proved with G replaced by a finite-dimensional
restricted Lie algebra g with some additional structure.
The group algebra kG and the restricted universal envelope u(g) are both finite-
dimensional pointed cocommutative Hopf algebras. It is natural and interesting to
generalize Kharchenko’s theorem to actions by a finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebra
which is not necessarily cocommutative. Suppose H is such a Hopf algebra and R is an
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that Q is an H -module algebra.
Suppose the H -action is X-outer so as Milinski [9, Definition 4.4] appropriately
defined. To generalize Kharchenko’s correspondence, UR/RG should be replaced by
UR/RH , where RH denotes the subalgebra in R of H -invariants. But, the replacement of
FG is not so trivial since H is not necessarily cocommutative. It is known that the center K
of Q is a field, and it is H -stable so that we have the smash productK #H , which is a right
H -comodule algebra. As a replacementFG, letAK#H/K denote the set of all H -comodule
subalgebras of K #H including K =K ⊗ k. It was proved in [8,20] that we have explicit
correspondences (see (10), (11)),
Φ :UR/RH →AK#H/K,
Ψ :AK#H/K → UR/RH .
To generalize Kharchenko’s theorem, the second author [20,21] proposed to prove that
Φ and Ψ are inverses of each other, and actually proved that this is true when H is
Sweedler’s Hopf algebra of dimension 4 [20, Theorem 6.10]. More recently, Westreich and
the second author [17,19] proved thatΨ ◦Φ = id in arbitrary characteristic, andΦ ◦Ψ = id
in characteristic zero. In this paper we prove Φ ◦ Ψ = id in arbitrary characteristic; see
Theorem 3.5. In fact we will prove existence and uniqueness of generalized integrals in
each A ∈AK#H/K (see Proposition 2.4), which imply the desired result as is seen from the
proof of [17,19].
For a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra H , we have an isomorphismH H ∗ of H -Hopf
modules. As is well known, this beautiful duality produces important results including
existence and uniqueness of integrals in H . We will generalize the duality as follows (in
fact in a more general context), when H is pointed. Given A ∈ AK#H/K , we have the
categories KMHA , AMHK of Hopf modules; an object in KMHA is a right (H,A)-Hopf
module with such a leftK-module structure that commutes with the Hopf module structure.
We have A ∈ KMHA , A ∈ AMHK . Since A ∈ KMHA , one see HomK−(A,K) ∈ AMHK ; see
Proposition 2.1. We prove in Theorem 2.2 that there exist a grouplike g in H and an
automorphism β of K such that
Aβ HomK−(A,K)[gR] in AMHK,
where ( )β and [gR] indicate twisting the structures through β and gR , the right
multiplication by g. This implies, as in the classical case noted above, the desired result
for generalized integrals in A.
In [19], the same result was derived from Westreich’s theorem [18, Theorem 2.5], which
shows that in characteristic zero, H is of a rather restricted form if it has an X-outer action
on R. In Section 4, we will re-formulate this interesting theorem, in a slightly generalized
situation.
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Throughout we work over a fixed ground field k in arbitrary characteristic, and let H
denote a bialgebra with coalgebra structure ∆, ε. For a right H -comodule V , its structure
will be denoted by ρV (v)=∑v0 ⊗ v1. Define for each grouplike g in H ,
V g = {v ∈ V | ρV (v)= v⊗ g}. (1)
In particular, V 1 = V coH , the subspace of H -coinvariants [10, Definition 1.7.1].
Let A = 0 be a right H -comodule algebra. Denote by MHA the category of (H,A)-
Hopf modules [10, Definition 8.5.1]; its object is thus a right A-module M given a right
H -comodule structure ρM such that ρM(ma)= ρM(m)ρA(a), where m ∈M , a ∈ A. The
category AMH is similarly defined; it is naturally identified with MH opAop , where Aop
denotes the opposite right comodule algebra over the opposite bialgebra H op.
The next theorem, motivated by [16, Proposition 1.3], is a key for proving our duality
result, Theorem 2.2.
Theorem 1.1. The following are equivalent.
(i) A is simple as an object in MHA , or in other words, if J ⊂ A is a right ideal which is
at the same time an H -subcomodule, then J = 0 or A;
(ii) (a) The subalgebra A1 (= AcoH) of H -coinvariants is a division algebra, which we
will denote by D, and
(b) for any M ∈MHA , the map
µM :M
1 ⊗D A→M, µM(m⊗D a)=ma
is an injection.
Proof. (ii)⇒ (i) Suppose (ii). Let J ⊂A be as in (i). We have a commutative diagram,
D⊗D A  A
proj.
(A/J )1 ⊗D A µA/J A/J,
where the left vertical arrow arises from the natural right D-linear map π :D = A1 →
(A/J )1. Condition (b) implies that µA/J is an isomorphism, and so that π is a surjection.
It follows that π is an isomorphism and J = 0, or (A/J )1 = 0 and J =A.
(i) ⇒ (ii) Suppose (i). The left regular representation A → End(A) induces an
isomorphism D  EndMHA (A). Condition (a) follows by Schur’s lemma.
For (b), we will prove by induction on n that if n elements m1, . . . ,mn in M1 are (right)
D-linearly independent, they are (right) A-linearly independent in M .
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A→mA in MHA is an isomorphism.
In case n > 1, suppose on the contrary that m1, . . . ,mn in M1 are D-linearly
independent, but are not A-linearly independent in M . By the induction hypothesis we
have
m2A+ · · · +mnA=W ⊗D A,
whereW =m2D+· · ·+mnD. There exist a1, . . . , an in A, at least one of which, say a1, is
non-zero, such that m1a1+· · ·+mnan = 0. The result in case n= 1 implies that m1a1 = 0
and m1A(A) is simple in MHA . Hence, m1A∩ (m2A+ · · · +mnA) = 0, and further
m1A⊂m2A+ · · · +mnA=W ⊗D A. (2)
If we prove (W ⊗D A)1 =W , it will follow by taking ( )1 in (2) that m1D ⊂W , and this
contradiction to the D-linear independence of m1, . . . ,mn will conclude the proof.
In general, let W be a right D-module. By applying W⊗D to the exact sequence
0→D→A⇒A⊗H of left D-modules, we see (W ⊗D A)1 =W . ✷
Note added in revision. The proof of (i)⇒ (ii)(b) is due to M. Takeuchi, who improved
our original proof.
Let (C,g) be a pair of a coring C over a ring A together with a specific grouplike g
in C . Suppose C is flat as a left A-module. Then the categoryMC of right C-comodules is
abelian. A has the natural right C-comodule structure
ρA :A→ C =A⊗A C, ρA(a)= ga.
For (M,ρM) ∈MC , define
Mg = {m ∈M | ρM(m)=m⊗A g in M ⊗A C}.
Then, Ag is a subring of A, and Mg is a right Ag-module. Takeuchi proved in fact the
following.
Theorem. The following are equivalent.
(i) A is a simple object in MC ;
(ii) (a) D :=Ag is a division ring, and
(b) for any M ∈MC , the map µM :Mg ⊗D A→M defined as above is an injection.
This is specialized by Theorem 1.1, when C = A⊗H and g= 1⊗ 1. The A-bimodule
structure on A⊗H is given by a′(a⊗h)a′′ = (a′a⊗h)ρA(a′′), and the A-coring structure
is given by
A⊗H id⊗∆−→A⊗H ⊗H = (A⊗H)⊗A (A⊗H), A⊗H id⊗ε−→A.
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Remark 1.2. Let A = 0 be a right H -comodule algebra as before. The right H -comodule
A ⊗ H is an object in MHA , endowed with the right A-module structure defined by
(a ⊗ h)a′ = (a ⊗ h)ρA(a′). The map µA⊗H coincides with the so-called Galois map
a⊗b → aρA(b),A⊗A1 A→A⊗H [10, Definition 8.1.1]. IfA is simple inMHA , this map
is an injection by Theorem 1.1. This situation is formally dualized for a group G acting
from the right on a set X, so that (x, g) → (x, xg), X ×G→X ×X/G X is a surjection.
Therefore, if X/G is trivial (which corresponds to A1 = k), the G-action is transitive; see
[14, Theorem 1.8].
Suppose H is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra. Zhu [22] defines that a finite-
dimensional right H -comodule algebra A = 0 is transitive if A1 = k, and
(i′) A is simple in the category AMHA of Hopf bimodules.
Obviously, Condition (i) in Theorem 1.1 implies (i′). The condition A1 = k implies (i), if
H is cosemisimple and A is semisimple (as is the case in [22], see his Lemma 2.4), so that
MHA is semisimple.
Suppose H is a Hopf algebra and let G(H) denote the group of grouplikes in H . For
g ∈G(H), let gL (resp., gR) denote the coalgebra automorphism of H given by the left
(resp., right) multiplication by g:
gL(h)= gh (resp., gR(h)= hg).
Given a right H -comodule V , twist its structure through gL (resp., gR) to obtain the new
right H -comodule structure v →∑v0 ⊗ gv1 (resp., v →∑ v0 ⊗ v1g). Denote this new
right H -comodule by
V [gL] (resp., V [gR]). (3)
We have
V g
′ = V [gL]gg′ = V [gR]g′g. (4)
If M is an object in MHA (resp., in AMH ), then M[gL] (resp., M[gR]) is an object in the
same category.
Proposition 1.3. Suppose H is a pointed Hopf algebra. Let A = 0 be a right H -comodule
algebra with D =A1.
(1) The following are equivalent.
(i) A is simple both in MHA and in AMH ;
(ii) (a) D is a division algebra, and
(b) for each g ∈G(H), Ag is zero or contains a unit in A.
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is free as A-module.
Proof. (1) A is simple in MHA , if and only if VA = A for each simple H -subcomodule
V ⊂ A. Since H is pointed, V is of the form V = ku, where u = 0 is in some Ag .
Therefore, (i) is equivalent to that any non-zero element in each Ag is a unit; see [14,
Proposition 1.9]. Obviously, the last condition implies (ii). The converse holds true, since
one sees that if u ∈Ag is a unit, then u−1 ∈Ag−1 , and so Ag = uD =Du.
(2) It follows by (the proof of) [13, Proposition 1] that in order to prove that any M
in MHA is A-free, we may suppose M = MgA. By replacing M with M[g−1L ], we may
suppose further g = 1; see (4). Then the right A-linear map µM :M1 ⊗D A→ M is a
surjection sinceM1A=M , and an injection by Theorem 1.1. SinceD is a division algebra,
M is A-free.
The assertion for AMH follows in a similar way, or by applying the result just obtained
to Aop. ✷
Part (2) above generalizes the result [4, Proposition 1.4] for right coideal subalgebras
in H ; this, however, will not be used later in this paper.
2. β-Frobenius extensions and generalized integrals
Let H be a Hopf algebra. We suppose the antipode S of H is bijective; this holds
true if H is pointed or finite-dimensional. The composite-inverse of S will be denoted
by S. A right H -comodule V is naturally identified with a rational left module over the
dual algebra H ∗; the corresponding H ∗-action will be denoted by ⇀, so that h∗ ⇀ v =∑
v0h∗(v1), where h∗ ∈H ∗, v ∈ V .
Let A be a right H -comodule algebra. We write D = A1, though it is not necessarily a
division algebra. Let DMHA denote the category consisting of objects M ∈MHA with left
D-module structure which commutes with the rightA-module andH -comodule structures;
M is thus in particular a (D,A)-bimodule. The category AMHD is defined similarly. For
example, A is an object in these categories both.
If M ∈ AMHD , the set Hom−D(M,D) of all right D-linear maps M →D forms natu-
rally a (D,A)-bimodule, such that (xϕa)(m)= xϕ(am), where x ∈D, ϕ ∈Hom−D(M,D),
a ∈ A and m ∈M . If M is finitely generated projective as a right D-module, it is further





where h∗ ∈H ∗, ϕ ∈Hom−D(M,D). ThisH ∗-module is indeed rational, since a dual basis
































so that ⇀ arises from the right H -comodule structure ϕ →∑i ϕ((mi)0)ϕi ⊗ S((mi)1).
In parallel, if M is an object in DMHA which is D-finitely generated projective, the
set HomD−(M,D) of all left D-linear maps M → D is an object in AMHD with the





where ψ ∈HomD−(M,D). Thus we have
Hom−D(A,D) ∈ DMHA , HomD−(A,D) ∈ AMHD,
if A is D-finitely generated projective on both sides.
Proposition 2.1. The functors Hom−D( ,D) and HomD−( ,D) gives an anti-equivalence
between the subcategories of DMHA and of AMHD which consists of D-finitely generated
projective objects.
Proof. Standard. ✷
Let β be an (algebra) automorphism of D. For a left (or right) D-module M , let βM
(or Mβ ) denote the new D-module defined by twisting the original structure through β .
Thus, xm in βM equals β(x)m in M , where x ∈ D, m ∈M . Notice that if M ∈ DMHA ,
g ∈G(H), then βM[gL] ∈ DMHA ; see (3).
Theorem 2.2. SupposeH is a pointed Hopf algebra. Let A be a right H -comodule algebra
which is simple both in MHA and in AMH , so that D = A1 is a division algebra. Suppose
one of the dimensions dimD−A, dim−D A of A as left or right D-module is finite. Then
(1) dimD−A= dim−D A<∞.
(2) There exist g ∈G(H) and an automorphism β of D such that
β−1AHom−D(A,D)[gL] in DMHA , (5)
Aβ HomD−(A,D)[gR] in AMHD. (6)
In particular, A⊃D is a β-Frobenius extension in the sense of [1, Definition 1.1].
Proof. By symmetry we may suppose dim−D A is finite. Set M = Hom−D(A,D). Then,
M ∈ DMHA . Since H is pointed, there exists g ∈ G(H) such that Mg
−1 = 0. One can
regard g as an algebra map H ∗ → k. Set
Ig =Ker
(
g :H ∗ → k). (7)
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of (D,D)-bimodules, we see
Mg
−1 =Hom−D(A/IgA,D).
SupposeA is simple inMHA . Theorem 1.1 together with (4) gives an injection in DMHA ,
µM[gL] : Hom−D(A/IgA,D)⊗D A ↪→Hom−D(A,D)[gL].
By comparing left D-dimensions, we obtain
dimD−A (dim−D A/IgA)(dimD−A) dim−D A, (8)
and so dimD−A is finite.
Suppose A is simple in AMH . By replacing M above with HomD−(A,D), we obtain
for the same g as above
dim−D A (dimD−A/IgA)(dim−D A) dimD−A. (9)
By (8) and (9), part (1) follows. Moreover, µM[gL] is an isomorphism, and we have
dimD−A/IgA= dim−D A/IgA= 1.
This implies that there exists an automorphism β of D such that
A/IgA βD Dβ−1
as (D,D)-bimodules. Since it follows that Hom−D(A/IgA,D) β−1D, we have such an
isomorphism in (5). Another in (6) is obtained in a similar way, or by applying to (5) the
functor HomD−( ,D); see Proposition 2.1. ✷
Suppose D is a left module algebra [10, Definition 4.1.1] over a Hopf algebra H . Then
one can form the smash productD #H [10, Definition 4.1.3], which is a rightH -comodule
algebra with (D #H)1 =D. Define a left D-linear map,
εˆ :D #H →D, εˆ(x # h)= xε(h).




= {η ∈A | aη= εˆ(a)η for any a ∈A}.
This is a right ideal in A.
Each element in
∫ .
A can be called a generalized left integral, since if D = k, the trivial
H -module algebra, then
∫ .
H is the space of left integrals in H [10, Definition 2.1.1].
One sees from [3, Theorem 2.2] that integrals in right coideal subalgebras in H play an
important role.
Proposition 2.4. Let D ⊂A⊂D #H be as above. Suppose H is a pointed Hopf algebra,
and D is a division algebra.
(1) If dimD−A or dim−D A is finite, then
∫ .
A ⊂A is a right D-submodule of dimension 1.





Proof. Let SuppA denote the set of g ∈G(H) such that Ag = 0; this forms a monoid. If
g ∈ SuppA, then 1 # g ∈ A, which is a unit in A if SuppA is a group. Suppose dimD−A
or dim−D A is finite; this necessarily holds if dimH is finite. Then SuppA is finite, and
hence is a group. Proposition 1.3(1) implies that A is simple both in MHA and in AMH .
Since all hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied, the isomorphism in (6) follows. Since
the twists ( )β , [gR] of the structures have no influence on D- or H ∗-module generation,
this proposition follows from the next lemma. ✷
Lemma 2.5. Suppose H , D and A are as above, but H may not be pointed. Write εˆA for
εˆ |A, the restriction of εˆ to A.
(1) The right D-submodule εˆAD in HomD−(A,D) generated by εˆA equals
{
ϕ ∈HomD−(A,D) | aϕ = εˆ(a)ϕ for any a ∈A
}
.
(2) If H is finite-dimensional, then we have
H ∗⇀ εˆAD =HomD−(A,D).
Proof. (1) This follows easily if one notices that εˆ(ab)= εˆ(aεˆ(b)) for any a, b ∈A.
(2) Suppose first A=D #H . We have an (H ∗,D)-linear isomorphism,
HomD−(D #H,D)=Hom(H,D)H ∗ ⊗D,
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h∗ ⇀
(
.∗ ⊗ x)= .∗S∗(h∗)⊗ x.
Since εˆ↔ ε⊗ 1 under the isomorphism and H ∗⇀(ε⊗D)=H ∗ ⊗D, the desired result
follows.
Suppose A is in general. Since D is a division algebra, the restriction map
HomD−(D #H,D)→HomD−(A,D)
is a surjection of (H ∗,D)-bimodules. The conclusion follows from the result just
proved. ✷
Remark 2.6. SupposeH is a pointed Hopf algebra and D is a division algebra. Let D #σ H
be a crossed product [10, Section 7.1]; thus, σ :H ⊗H →D is an invertible, normalized
(non-abelian) 2-cocycle. The simplicity result proved in the proof of Proposition 2.4 is
easily generalized so that any H -comodule subalgebra A⊂D #σ H including D is simple
both inMHA and in AMH , if dimD−A or dim−D A is finite. If H is finite-dimensional and
irreducible, we can prove further the following.
Proposition 2.7. Let D #σ H be as above. SupposeH is finite-dimensional and irreducible
as a coalgebra (hence the characteristic Char k is necessarily positive if H = k). For any
H -comodule subalgebra A⊂D #σ H including D, we have
AHom−D(A,D) in DMHA .
In particular, A⊃D is a Frobenius (or id-Frobenius) extension.
Proof. We first suppose H is just a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra. Let χ :H → k be
a non-zero right H -colinear map, or a right integral in H ∗. If t ∈ H is a left or right








of left H ∗-modules. It follows that
χˆ :D #σ H →D, χˆ(x # h)= xχ(h)
induces an isomorphism D #σ H/I1(D #σ H)  D of left D-modules. Here recall from
(7), I1 = (H ∗)+. Let a ∈G(H) be the distinguished grouplike, so that h∗χ = h∗(a)χ for
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D #σ H/I1(D #σ H)Dα as (D,D)-bimodules, where α = a ⇀ .
Suppose in addition H is irreducible. Then we must have α = id. The desired result
follows from the proof of Theorem 2.2, since the g in the proof must be 1, and A/I1A
D #σ H/I1(D #σ H)D as (D,D)-bimodules. ✷
3. Generalized Kharchenko’s theorem
We apply the results in the previous sections to generalize Kharchenko’s Galois-type
correspondence theorem to X-outer actions of finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebras on
prime algebras.
We recall from [19,20] some basic results on X-outer Hopf algebra actions. Let R be a
prime algebra with symmetric Martindale quotient ring Q. Let K denote the center of Q,
which is called the extended centroid [10, Section 6.4], [12, Section 10]. It is known that
Q is a prime algebra and K is a field; see [12, Lemma 10.9]. A subalgebraU ⊂R is called
rationally complete if for r ∈R and a non-zero ideal I of U, rI ⊂U implies r ∈ U .
Suppose a pointed Hopf algebra H acts on R. When we say so, we always suppose
the action is such that it makes R into a left H -module algebra. Since H is pointed, this
action can be uniquely extended to the action of Q; see [10, §6.4]. We denote this action
by h⊗ x → h · x, H ⊗Q→Q. The smash product algebra Q # H includes R and H as
subalgebras, and it is also a right H -comodule algebra via id ⊗∆. Moreover, Q is a left
Q #H -module by (a # h) · x = a(h · x) for a, x ∈Q and h ∈H .
For subsets X,Y ⊂Q #H , we define
CX(Y )= {x ∈X | xy = yx for any y ∈ Y
}
.
One sees that CR(H) coincides with the subalgebra of invariants RH = {r ∈ R | h · r =
ε(h)r for any h ∈H } [20, Lemma 2.4].
Definition 3.1 [9, Definition 4.4]. The action of H is called X-outer if CQ#H(R) = K .
This is alternatively called M-outer in [18].
Example 3.2.
(1) Suppose H is the group algebra kG of a group G. The action of H is X-outer if and
only if for each g ∈G except 1, the automorphism of Q given by g is not inner (i.e.,
every 1 = g ∈G acts as an X-outer automorphism in the sense of [11]).
(2) Suppose H is the restricted universal envelope u(g) of a restricted Lie algebra g. The
left K-submodule K # g in K # H forms a differential Lie K-algebra in the sense of
[2, Definition 1.2.3] (more precisely, the ‘left’ version of this definition). The action
of H is X-outer if and only if the action of K # g is X-outer in the sense that for
each 0 =∑i xi ⊗ di ∈ K # g, the derivation q →∑i xi(di · q) of Q is not inner [7,
Corollary 3.6].
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Lemma 3.3. Suppose a finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebraH acts onR by an X-outer
action. We have the following facts.
(1) [7, Theorem 4.1] For ξ ∈Q #H and a non-zero ideal I ⊂R, ξ · I = 0 implies ξ = 0.
(2) [8, Bemerkung 15.3], [20, Lemma 3.7] The extended centroid K is stable under the
action of H , so we have K #H as a right H -comodule subalgebra of Q #H .
(3) [8, Satz 3.10(2)], [20, Lemma 5.4] Let U ⊂ R be a subset including RH . Then
Φ(U) := CK#H(U) (= CQ#H(U)) (10)
is an H-comodule subalgebra of K #H including K .
(4) [20, Lemma 5.5] Let A⊂K #H be a subset including K . Then
Ψ (A) :=CR(A) (11)
is a rationally complete subalgebra of R including RH .
By parts (3) and (4) above, we have correspondences
Φ :UR/RH →AK#H/K, Ψ :AK#H/K → UR/RH
between
• the set UR/RH of all rationally complete subalgebras of R including RH , and
• the set AK#H/K of all H -comodule subalgebras of K #H including K .
Remark 3.4. Suppose H is cocommutative. Then an element in AK#H/K is precisely a
K-subcoalgebra in the K-coalgebra K ⊗ H which is at the same time a subalgebra in
K #H including K; this is in other words a ×K -subbialgebra in the ×K -bialgebra K #H
[15, p. 117].
Kharchenko [2, Theorem 3.10.2] (see also [11, Theorem B]) proves that if G is a finite
group of X-outer automorphisms of R, then F → RF gives a one to one correspondence
from the set of all subgroups F ⊂G onto the set UR/RG .
If H is the group algebra kG, each A ∈ AK#H/K arises uniquely from a subgroup
F ⊂G, and we have Ψ (A)= RF . From this fact, the second author [20,21] formulated a
generalization of Kharchenko’s correspondence theorem, referred to above, as follows.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose a finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebra H acts on R by an
X-outer action. Then, Φ and Ψ give a one to one correspondence between the sets UR/RH
and AK#H/K .
It is proved in [20] that the theorem holds true when H is Sweedler’s Hopf algebra
[10, Example 1.5.6] of dimension 4. It is proved in [17,19] that Ψ ◦ Φ = id in arbitrary
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arbitrary characteristic.
Lemma 3.6. Keep the notation as above. For A,A′ ∈ AK#H/K , the following are
equivalent:
(i) A=A′;
(ii) ∫ .A =
∫ .
A′ ;
(iii) ∫ .A ⊂
∫ .
A′ .
Proof. The equivalence (i)⇔ (ii) follows by Proposition 2.4(2), while (ii)⇔ (iii) follows
by Proposition 2.4(1). ✷
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Let A ∈AK#H/K and denote A′ =Φ ◦Ψ (A).




A′ . This was proved by [17,
Corollary 2.8], [19, Theorem 2.6]. However, we reproduce the proof here for completeness.
Let η ∈ ∫ .
A




xi # hi (xi ∈K, hi ∈H).
By the definition of Q [10, p. 97], there exists a non-zero ideal J ⊂ R satisfying xiJ ⊂ R
for all i . Since the action of H is continuous [10, Theorem 6.4.6], we have a non-zero ideal
I ⊂R such that hi · I ⊂ J for all i , and hence η · I ⊂R.
Let r ∈ I . We claim η · r ∈ Ψ (A); indeed for a ∈A, we have
a(η · r)=
∑
a0 · (η · r) # a1 =
∑
εˆ(a0)(η · r) # a1 = (η · r)a.
Let a′ ∈A′. Then, (η · r)a′ = a′(η · r)=∑a′0 · (η · r) # a′1. Applying idQ⊗ ε to both sides,
we have (εˆ(a′)η) · r = (a′η) · r , and so (εˆ(a′)η− a′η) · I = 0. Hence Lemma 3.3(1) gives
a′η= εˆ(a′)η and we have η ∈ ∫ .A′ . ✷
Remark 3.7. Kharchenko [2, Theorem 4.5.2] proves a Galois-type correspondence
theorem also for X-outer derivations of differential Lie K-algebras L. We see this theorem
follows from our Theorem 3.5 when L is of the special form K # g where g is a finite-
dimensional restricted Lie algebra such that H := u(g) acts on R by an X-outer action;
see Example 3.2(2). For this, notice that the graded K-coalgebra gr(K # H) arising from
the coradical filtration of K #H is naturally a graded K-bialgebra which is isomorphic to
S(L)/(Lp), where S(L) denotes the symmetric K-(bi)algebra of the K-module L=K # g
of primitives, and (Lp) is the bi-ideal generated by Lp with p = Char k. Let FK#g denote
the set of all restricted Lie subalgebras F ⊂ K # g such that KF ⊂ F . It follows that
F →K〈F 〉 gives a bijection FK#g −→AK#H/K , where K〈F 〉 is the subalgebra in K #H
generated by K and F . By Theorem 3.5, we see F → RF = CR(F) gives a bijection
FK#g −→UR/Rg .
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Westreich [18, Theorem 2.5] shows that a finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebra in
characteristic zero is of a rather restricted form if it has an X-outer action on a prime
algebra. We will re-formulate this interesting result in a slightly generalized situation; see
Theorem 4.3.
Let H be a pointed Hopf algebra possibly of infinite dimension in arbitrary characteris-





a quotient right H -module coalgebra of H . To distinguish the comultiplications, we will
write ∆H and ∆C . By [6, Theorem 3.1], there exists a left kG-linear coalgebra map
π :H → kG such that π |kG = id. Hence the map
δ :C→ C ⊗ kG
induced from h → ∑h2 ⊗ S(π(h1))π(h3), where h ∈ H , makes C into a right
kG-comodule coalgebra such that the resulting cosmash product kG<C is isomorphic





By this isomorphism we regard H = kG < C, C = k ⊗ C ⊂ H . Let {Cn}n denote
the coradical filtration of C; in particular, C0 = k1. Each Cn is a right kG-comodule
subcoalgebra, since δ(1)= 1⊗ 1. We assume the following.
Assumption 4.1. Any quotient Hopf algebra of H (including H itself) contains no non-
zero primitive.
This is satisfied, if H is finite-dimensional and if Char k = 0, or p := Char k > 0 and
p does not divide dimH . In fact, if a quotient Hopf algebra of a finite-dimensional Hopf
algebra contains a non-zero primitive x , then p = Char k > 0, and p divides dimk[x] and
hence dimH , where k[x] denotes the (Hopf) subalgebra generated by x .
Suppose H acts on a prime algebra R by an X-outer action. We denote, as in Section 3,
by Q the symmetric Martindale quotient ring of R, and by K the center of Q. As is noted
in Lemma 3.3(2), we have H ·K ⊂K with respect to the extended H -action on Q. Define
G′ = {g ∈G | g · x = x for any x ∈K}.
As is easily seen, this is a normal subgroup of G.
Lemma 4.2 (cf. [18, Lemma 2.3]).
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(2) c · x = ε(c)x for any c ∈ C, x ∈K .








where (C+n )g = {c ∈ Cn | ε(c)= 0, δ(c)= c⊗ g}. (In fact, (C+n )g = (Cn)g if g = 1.)
For n= 0, the proof is trivial.
For n = 1, it suffices to prove that if 0 = c ∈ (C+1 )g with g ∈ G (and so ∆H(c) =
1⊗ c+ c⊗ g), then g ∈G′ and c ·K = 0. This is proved in [18, p. 331, line −9 to p. 332,
line 5]; h,σ,F in [18] should read our c, g,K .
For general n > 1, suppose 0 = c ∈ (C+n )g . We wish to prove that g ∈G′ and c ·K = 0.
We have
∆C(c)= 1⊗ c+ c⊗ 1+Z,




, while Z =
∆C(c)− 1⊗ c− c⊗ 1 ∈ (C ⊗ C)g . Therefore, if g /∈G′, then Z = 0, and so c ∈ (C+1 )g;
this contradicts the result when n= 1. Hence, g ∈G′.
Suppose c ·K = 0. Then, c is not contained in the kernel, say I , of the representation
H → End(K):
c /∈ I :=Ker(rep :H → End(K)). (13)
By induction hypothesis for part (1), E := kG′ ⊗ Cn−1 is a subcoalgebra, and so E+
(= E ∩Ker ε) is a coideal in H . Hence the ideal (E+) generated by E+ is a bi-ideal, and
necessarily a Hopf ideal in H . Since E+ ⊂ I by induction hypothesis for part (2), we have
(E+)⊂ I , and hence c is a non-zero primitive inH/(E+); this contradicts Assumption 4.1.
Hence, c ·K = 0. ✷
Define H ′ = CH(K); this is obviously a subalgebra of H such that H ′ ∩G=G′. WriteG = G/G′, the quotient group of G by G′, and let g → g¯, G→ G denote the natural
projection.
Theorem 4.3 (cf. [18, Theorem 2.5]).
(1) H ′ is a normal Hopf subalgebra of H such that H/H ′+H  kG. Hence one can form
a smash product, H ′ # kG, with respect to the adjoint action of kG on H ′.
(2) The algebra H ′ # kG, endowed with the coalgebra structure of tensor product of H ′
and kG, forms a Hopf algebra.
(3) H ′ ⊗kG′ kG is a quotient Hopf algebra of H ′ # kG, which we denote by H ′ #kG′ kG.
(4) The natural Hopf algebra map H ′ # kG→ H , h # g → hg induces an isomorphism
H ′ #kG′ kGH of Hopf algebras.
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H ′′ is a subcoalgebra by part (1) of the preceding lemma, and H ′′ ⊂ H ′ by its part (2).
Choose a complete system T of representatives in G for G, such that 1 ∈ T ; thus,





Suppose h=∑g∈T ghg (hg ∈H ′′) is an element in H ′. Then we have for any x ∈K ,
∑
g∈T




in K #H , and so hg = 0 if g = 1. It follows that H ′ ⊂H ′′, and so H ′ =H ′′.
(1) H ′ (=H ′′) is a subbialgebra, and in fact a Hopf subalgebra since G(H ′)=G′ is a
group. Obviously, gH ′g−1 =H ′ for any g ∈G. Since H is generated by H ′ and G,H ′ is








(2) This follows since G acts on H ′ as Hopf algebra automorphisms.
(3) One sees directly that the kernel of the natural projection H ′ # kG→H ′ ⊗kG′ kG
is an ideal, and stable under the antipode. It is a coideal since the right kG′-module H ′ and
the left kG′-module kG are both module coalgebras.
(4) This follows from (15). ✷
Notice K ⊗ H ′ is an H -comodule subalgebra in K # H . Let A ⊂ K # H be an
H -comodule subalgebra including K , and set
A′ =A∩K ⊗H ′, GA =A∩G.
In general, GA is a monoid; this is a group if it is finite.
Corollary 4.4 [19, Corollary 2.3]. If GA is a group, A ⊃ A′ is a crossed product of the
group GA =GA/GA ∩G′.
Proof. By (15), we have K # H =⊕g∈T (K ⊗H ′)g, which is a G-crossed product with
g¯-component (K ⊗ H ′)g, where g ∈ T . A is naturally a graded subalgebra with neutral
component A′. By considering H -comodule socles, we see that A ∩ (K ⊗ H ′)g = 0 if
and only if GA ∩G′g = ∅, or g¯ ∈ GA. Hence, A is a GA-graded algebra, and is further aGA-crossed product since each component contains a unit from the group GA. ✷
Remark 4.5. Westreich proves [18, Lemma 2.3, Theorem 2.5] in fact under such a
condition weaker than ‘X-outer’ that the H -action on R is R-outer (see Appendix A
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true under this weaker condition, if we strengthen Assumption 4.1 so that for any Hopf
subalgebra B ⊂ H , any quotient Hopf algebra of B contains no non-zero primitive. We
need then to modify the proof of Lemma 4.2, replacing in (13), H by the Hopf subalgebra
B generated by c, Cn−1 and G, and I by the kernel of the representation B → End(K).
Notice we can prove c ·K ⊂K in the same way as in [18, p. 332, lines 19–21].
Finally we raise the following.
Question 4.6. Suppose a finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebra H acts by an X-outer
action on a prime algebra R with extended centroid K . For every A ∈AK#H/K , is A⊃K
a Frobenius extension?
By Theorem 2.2, A ⊃ K is β-Frobenius. If Char k = 0, A ⊃ K is Frobenius
by the transitivity property of Frobenius extensions, since A ⊃ A′ is Frobenius by
Corollary 4.4, and A′ ⊃ K is Frobenius by [5, Theorem 2.1]. If H is irreducible as a
coalgebra (necessarily in positive characteristic provided H = k), A⊃K is Frobenius by
Proposition 2.7. But, the question is open in general.
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Appendix A. Example of an R-outer action which is not X-outer
Let R,Q, and K be as in Sections 3, 4. Suppose a pointed Hopf algebra H acts on R,
and hence on Q by unique extension.
The action of a right coideal I in H is said to be R-inner [18, Definition 1.3] if there
exists a convolution-invertible map u ∈ Hom(H,Q) satisfying ∑u(h1)(h2 · a) = au(h)
for all h ∈ I and a ∈ R. The action of H is said to be R-outer [18, Definition 1.9] if k1
is the only right coideal of H whose action is R-inner. Westreich [18, Proposition 1.12]
proves that if the action of H is X-outer, then it is R-outer. Whether the converse holds true
or not is left as an open question [18, p. 331], raising interesting examples of H for which
the converse holds true [18, Theorem 2.10]. The next example shows that the converse
does not necessarily hold in positive characteristic.
Example (cf. [9, Example 6.7]). Let g = kx ⊕ ky be the 2-dimensional restricted Lie
algebra in positive characteristic p > 0 which is defined by
[x, y] = x, x[p] = 0, y[p] = y.
246 A. Masuoka, T. Yanai / Journal of Algebra 265 (2003) 229–246Suppose H = u(g), the restricted universal envelope, and R = k[t], the polynomial
algebra. Then, Q = K = k(t), the quotient field of k[t]. We see that H acts on R by
defining
x · f = df
dt
, y · f = t df
dt
(f ∈ k[t]).
If I = k1 is a right coideal (which is none other than a subcoalgebra) in H , it contains a
non-zero primitive ax + by , where a = 0 or b = 0. Since this element does not act on R as
zero, the action ofH is R-outer. But, it is not X-outer since the non-zero element t #x−1#y
in K # g acts on Q as zero (or an inner derivation); see Example 3.2(2).
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